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RETROSPECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHIES


   Includes an extensive bibliography.

CURRENT BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND INDEXES


   Alongside the main index are the NYT Personal Name Index (1851-1989) and the NYT Obituary Index (1858-1978).

DICTIONARIES


In the same series, there are historical dictionaries covering the Third Republic (AL-REF
DC337 .H57 1986) and the Fourth and Fifth Republics (AL-REF DC401 .H575 1992)

12) Biographical Dictionary of French Political Leaders since 1870. New York: Simon and

13) Dictionnaire de biographie francaise. Paris: Letouzey et Ane, 1933- (AL-REF CT143 .D5)

ONLINE RESOURCES

14) Historical Abstracts (LIBRARYWEB)

15) Periodicals Contents Index (LIBRARYWEB)

16) JSTOR Journal Storage Project (LIBRARYWEB)

17) University Library History Page
http://www.lib.virginia.edu/subjects/history/history.html